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Maharashtra State Board of Technical Education 
(MSBTE) has taken a unique initiative under the 
guidance of Director Dr. AbhayWagh to enhance 
industry institute interaction. The initiative 
called Hub & Spoke Model, is under the aegis of 
our Hon’ble Prime Minister’s Skill development 
programme and making India ‘Future Ready’. 
This initiative was started for Nagpur Region 
by signing a tripartite MoU with Mahindra & 
Mahindra Ltd. Nagpur as Champion Industry 
and Government Polytechnic, Nagpur as Patron 
Institute in the presence of Hon. Shri Vinod 
Tawde, Minister of Higher and Technical 
Education, M.S, on 8th Feb 2016 at Ravi 
Bhavan, Nagpur. Also gracing the occasion were 
Hon. Shri. ChandrashekharBawankule, Minister 
of Energy, New & Renewable Energy, M.S. & 

the Guardian Minister of Nagpur, Shri. Pravin Datke, Mayor of Nagpur, Shri. Anil Sole, MLC & Shri 
GulabraoThakre, Joint Director of Technical Education, Nagpur Region. The signatories were Dr. Abhay 
Wagh, Director MSBTE, Shri. Ashutosh Tripati & Shri Pradeep Zoting of Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd, 
Nagpur, and Dr.C.S. Thorat, Principal, Government Polytechnic, Nagpur.
Speaking on the occasion, Hon. Minister Shri Vinod Tawde, declared the conduction of an online aptitude 
test for students pursuing Matriculation to help the students and their parents for making an informal 
decision while opting for higher studies. He claimed that Maharashtra was the fi rst state to launch such kind 
of an exercise. Expressing concern over failure rate at SSC, he promised to fi nd out their inclination and 
interests &ensured career counselling to them. He assured that based on this, these students will be provided 
Skill Development Courses. He also expressed his concern over the derogative nomenclature assigned to 
workers & felt the need to change the same. He also emphasized the need of a development plan for such 
an education to give it due importance in the society.
Director, MSBTE Dr.Abhay Wagh, throwing light on Hub & Spoke Model, explained that the Hub & Spoke 
Model intends to increase the employability of students by exposing them to industrial environment through 
various activities such as industrial visits, industry expert lectures, students’ and faculty training, Industry 
based projects etc. by bringing together the 
industry and institution on a common platform.
As per this Hub & Spoke model, there is a 
Champion Industry to which are connected 
several industries, & a Patron Institute to which 
are several other institutes connected as Spokes. 
MSBTE shall play the role of an axle to this 
Hub & spoke model by facilitating the required 
coordination amongst all stake holders.
A fruitful interactive session was conducted by 
Hon’ble Minister to fi rst hand know the views of 
industrial experts present on the occasion. The 
function was coordinated by Shri D.S. Kulkarni 
HOD, Govt.Polytechnic Nagpur, Shri R.V. 
Yenkar, Dy. Secretary, RBTE Nagpur, Shri A.J. 
Fulzele, Asst. Secretary. Shri P.K. Sonkamble, 
OSD & Staff of RBTE Nagpur.

Government of Maharashtra has by Maharashtra Ordinance No. V of 2015 issued on 28th April 2015 issued 
an Ordinance to provide for delivery of transparent, effi cient and timely public services to the eligible 
persons in the State of Maharashtra and to bring transparency and accountability in the Departments and 
agencies of the Government and other Public Authorities which provide public services to the eligible 
persons and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto.
According to this Ordinance and Maharashtra Government Notifi cation dated 18th January 2016, issuance 
of following services are rendered by Maharashtra State Board of Technical Education,  Mumbai to the 
eligible persons within the stipulated time limit from the date of submission of application with requisite 
fees. Related information is also available in the student section on the home page of MSBTE website.
Sr. No. Name of Public Service Time Limit  for providing service (Working  days) Name of Offi ce

1 Duplicate Copy of
Mark sheet / Certifi cate

15 Days Maharashtra 
State Board 
of Technical 
Education,  
Mumbai 

2 Transcript documents 21 Days
3 Migration Certifi cate 21 Days

Hon. Shri Vinod Tawde, Minister of Higher and 
Technical Education, M.S. being welcomed by 
Dr. AbhayWagh, Director, MSBTE at the MoU signing occasion of 
Hub & Spoke model for Nagpur region in the august presence of 
Hon. Shri. Chandrashekhar Bawankule, Minister of Energy, New & 
Renewable Energy, M.S. & Guardian Minister of Nagpur.

Hon. Shri Vinod Tawde, Minister of Higher and Technical 
Education, M.S, Hon. Shri Chandrashekhar Bawankule, Minister of 
Energy, New & Renewable Energy, M. S. & Shri Gulabrao Thakre, 
Jt. Director, Technical Education, Nagpur Region applauding the 
signing of the Tripartite MoU of Hub & Spoke Model for Nagpur 
Region on 8th Feb 2016 at Nagpur between MSBTE, Mahindra & 
Mahindra Ltd. Nagpur and Government Polytechnic, Nagpur.

Industry Institute Ineteraction - HUB & Spoke Initiative for Nagpur

MSBTE welcomes Shri. 
Sitaram J. Kunte as the Principal 
Secretary, Higher & Technical 
Education, Government of 
Maharashtra, who is also 
the Ex-Offi cio  Member of 
the Governing Council of 

MSBTE. With the vast experience he has, we 
look forward for his esteemed guidance to 
strengthen the new initiatives & endeavors of 
the Board and technical education system in 
the state as a whole.
MSBTE wishes Shri. Sitaram Kunte all the 
success in Higher and Technical Education 
Department.

Sitaram Kunte

Government of Maharashtra has by Maharashtra Ordinance No. V of 2015 issued on 28th April 2015 issued 
MSBTE to provide Services under Maharashtra Right to Public Services Act

MSBTE Heartily Welcomes Principal 
Secretary, Higher & Technical Education 

Government of Maharashtra
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From Director’s Desk...
Dear Readers,

I am thankful to you and overwhelmed over the warm 
response to the previous issue of our Newsletter. 
The theme of this issue has a mind trickling and 
technology focused title as,” Digital Platform- a 
means for enhancing quality education and industrial 
production”.

With the advancement of technologies, education has 
taken a whole new meaning and there is no doubt education coupled 
with the right combination of technology would enhance the quality of 
education. Digital teaching and learning is the topic of choice in Higher 
Education these days and has been for quite some time. The speed 
with which information technology, both the hardware and software 
develops, is head spinning. 

It therefore, becomes imperative to integrate seamlessly the present 
education system with the advanced education technologies. 
Technology has great potential to enhance the education qualities since 
it enables the interactivity, multimedia operations and many other 
services to educators. Smart mobile devices, social networking, virtual 
classrooms, identity management systems, faculty evaluation systems, 
data analytics and array of educational technologies have taken 
education to all new heights—both within and outside the classrooms. 
Assisting these learning methods is a multitude of smart devices, 
which were earlier considered as distractions for students. But the very 
devices are now leading way for immersive learning. The teachers 
have better instructional tools, administrators have better management 
tools and students have better learning tools. There are a wide range of 
technologies available – in the form of Audio and video technology; 
Computers, tablets and mobile devices; edu-conferencing, dedicated 
Satellite- based Education, high-speed computer networks for students/
faculty etc; Whiteboards; Screen casting; Satellite Virtual classroom and 
many others. There are also operational examples of self-instructional 
digital materials, Audi/Video digital instructional materials, Learning 
Management Systems, Learning Content Management System, 
Computer-aided assessment and Electronic performance support 
systems and other classic applications for education. The technology 
can be a great tool to reduce and eliminate rural-urban divide in access 
to quality education, which is one of the pressing needs of the emerging 
markets, particularly India. Technology-enabled Massive Open Online 
Courses (MOOCs) and Open Education Resources (OERs) can be 
utilized. Digital Onscreen Evaluation systems are already in place, 
though with hiccups.

The use of digital media can help development.For instance, replacing 
blackboard with the digital board; replacing hand-written works with 
works written on the computer; replacing reading printed books with 
reading e-books, etc. Increase in Tech-savviness fully changes the 
balance in the pedagogical process and the teachers’ task is to renew this 
balance ensuring that students use different digital tools to accelerate 
the acquisition of information, to prepare different tasks but also to 
use these competences in developing, evaluating the teaching/learning 
process as well as constructing new knowledgeand not entertainment 
alone.

Digital platform has been envisioned as an ambitious umbrella 
programme to transform India into a digitally empowered society and 
knowledge economy. The power of technology cannot be denied and 
needs to be utilized to one’s potential by us in curriculum designing, 
teaching, learning, evaluating, documenting, data base management, 
enhancing practical &communication skills etc. so as to enrich and 
enhance employability of diploma students. Every technological change 
cannot be incorporated in a single stroke.  It is a simultaneous process 
of continuous improvement. The process has at MSBTE, been started 
from curriculum design as a fi rst step towards digitalization byinviting 
online views and essential contents of curricula with teaching learning 
scheme from experienced educationalists and appropriate industry 

Dr. Abhay Wagh

personnel. 

Through Digital platform learners can access knowledge anytime and 
from anywhere. It can infl uence the way students are taught and how 
they learn as processes shall be learner driven and not by teachers. It 
provides several tangible and intangible benefi ts for all stakeholders 
involved in education sector and thereby the economic growth of the 
country.

The essential skills and hands on experiences can be practiced with e 
based application before practical exposure. This will enhance their 
knowledge base, confi dence and interest in learning. This allows 
delivery, dialogue and feedback over the Internet. It allows mass 
customization in terms of content and exams.

There is a countrywide need felt for integrating digitization  in technical 
education  system in order to perk up the pedagogy to refl ect the societal 
change from  all corners . The main goals of implementation of digital 
platform in  technician  education  are generating interest amongst 
learners ,  staying connected with the globe , reducing costs per student, 
making education more affordable through accessibility,massive 
increase in enrollments, reducing dropout rates ,improving course 
quality, and meeting the needs of industries. 

Digitization in industries:Digital transformation is causing massive 
upheaval across industries and societies leading to signifi cant benefi ts 
in productivity.

The e-agri platform-A national agriculture market, a virtual and digital 
platform, launched this month, will enable farmers, using a mobile 
phone, to sell their produce anywhere in the country& to ensure doubling 
of their income by 2022.Smart Cities are another big area of opportunity 
for technology companies as part of Digital India. As newer technologies 
like 3D Printing, robotics, artifi cial intelligence come to fore, the Digital 
India initiative offers a solid platform for preparing citizens, companies 
and the country as a whole to be prepared to benefi t from them.
Early results are very positive, given the recent announcement of a USD 
5 billion investment from electronics manufacturing giant Foxconn in 
Maharashtra. e-Registration of properties, Infrastructure development 
through the National Optic Fibre Network (NOFN) project is aiming to 
build a nationwide high speed broadband, Mobile and internet banking 
can improve the fi nancial inclusion in the country. Use of M2M 
technology such as Smart Metering,Smart Grid, Smart Logistics, Smart 
Building, Connected Industrial production, Connected Utility Meter, 
to remotely manage vehicles, broadcasting messages can help. Thus 
the Digital platform for the education sector and the industrial sector 
in true sense shall provide a fi llip in the quality of human resource 
produced at the educational institutes and quality of industrial products 
manufactured. 

This would fi nally lead to a Digital India.
Dr. Abhay Wagh

Director,  MSBTE, Mumbai

Courtesy : Web
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Interview of 
Dr. Anil Dattatraya Sahasrabudhe, Chairman, AICTE, New Delhi

1. What is your ‘Vision’ about Technical 
Education in the country?
India is a second largest country in the world with 
1.25 billion people of which 50% are below the age 
of 25 years. The growth of the country depends 
on industrialization, productivity in industrial 
and agriculture sectors which in turn depends on 
education in general and technical education in 
particular. Hence technical education in the country 
needs to be strengthened. What it means is while 

the access and equity have been ensured to a great extent, quality 
and excellence have to be ensured at all levels starting from ITI 
education, Vocational education and skill development, Diploma, 
Under graduate, Post graduate education to research and innovation. 
The Government should encourage well performing institutes by 
providing performance based funding and showcase best practices 
of such institutes. All this should lead to India being a technical 
superpower in about a decade.

2.  What will be your focus areas in the fi eld of Technical Education 
in coming years?

  Quality of technical education directly depends on committed 
quality faculty. Hence all attempts shall be made to attract the 
best talent to this profession. Excellent teachers are also great 
motivators. The institutes would be encouraged to identify talented 
undergraduates and encouraged to groom them to do Masters 
and PhD with additional scholarship and guaranteed employment 
as faculty members. Another area which would be addressed is 
training of newly inducted faculty in the pedagogy. The students 
would be empowered by way of providing excellent lab and 
computational facilities, industry internships and encouraged to 
be innovative and work on cross disciplinary areas of research for 
creating technologies of tomorrow. Thus research, innovation, and 
entrepreneurship would turn around the country in becoming Start 
up India.

3.  What do you think about the status of diploma education and 
employability of diploma holders in India?

  Diploma education did have great value in terms of employment in 
the middle level of supervisory and management cadre in industry 
with opportunity for well performers to rise in the hierarchy. 
However, of late with 20% of the seats in all engineering colleges 
being available for admission in direct second year of engineering, 
very few students are going for jobs. Thus Diploma has become a 
gateway for joining engineering colleges. Hence keeping this reality 
in mind, the curriculum in Diploma program may have to be revised 
with more fl exibility in terms of courses such that those who wish 
to pursue higher studies should have more theory and math content 
and for those who wish to take up jobs, should have more hands on 
skills and practical aspects of engineering. 

4.  4. What are your plans with regard to up gradation of diploma 
education in the country as it is the need of the hour? 

  There is certainly need for upgradation of all types of education 
and hence naturally diploma education too. The curricula need to be 

Dr. Anil 
Sahasrabudhe

revised every 3-4 years so that latest trends in the industry are taught 
to students thereby making their education relevant. Mandatory 
industrial training is another area which needs to be addressed. For 
this to be successful, there is a need to work closely with all industry 
bodies like CII, NASSCOM, FICCI, MCCIA etc.

5.  What specifi c measure State Boards like Maharashtra State 
Board of Technical Education should undertake to bring 
excellence in diploma education?

  Constant upgradation of curricula, making them industry relevant, 
regular faculty development programmes in the state of the art 
technologies, making laboratory and workshop facilities available 
to students round the clock, skill development courses, support and 
encouragement for innovative projects of students, entrepreneurship 
education, basic management skills for students will make diploma 
education not only excellent but pave way for national development.

6.  Can you suggest some innovative practices, which Polytechnics 
must adopt to improve the quality of their pass outs?

  Education and learning is not a one shot process. Learning needs to 
be lifelong. Continuing education programmes are already in vogue. 
These need to be strengthened. Thus alumni should be encouraged 
to come back to the institutes after every 4-5 years to brush up their 
fundamentals and learn state of the art new emerging technologies 
thereby they can contribute more effectively. 

7.  What are your views about fruitful Industry Institute Interface 
in upgrading quality of Technical Education? Any appeal to our 
Industry stalwarts to support this interface?

  There is no denying a fact that industry institute interface is always 
important. How else our graduates be able to contribute to the 
industry!! Industry bodies and industries cannot only keep lamenting 
that the graduating students are not employable. It is in their interest 
that each industry should adopt about 8-10 diploma or engineering 
colleges and provide variety of support like setting up some useful 
labs in the colleges, helping in the curriculum development, 
permitting experienced personnel to take some courses in the 
colleges, permitting students and faculty to undergo training in the 
industry, providing industry relevant projects to students, providing 
consultancy and research projects to faculty and above all regular 
meetings between industry and college administration. 

8. What are your views with regard to role of Polytechnics in 
development of Society & Environment in today’s era?

  Polytechnics have played an important role in the development 
of all industrial societies and nations. In the present context, with 
large number of graduates, it seems the role of polytechnics has 
dwindled. However, by taking corrective steps and transforming 
polytechnics to impart good quality education, polytechnics will 
start playing a vital role in national development. In fact, the need of 
the country today is in terms of skilling millions of students. There 
is no better place than Polytechnics in participating in this grand 
challenge faced by the country. The facilities already available 
could be further augmented and skilling India could be achieved by 
Polytechnics.

“Digital India is not an elite concept 
anymore. We have to use this idea to 
revolutionize health and education in 
India.” 

- Shri. Narendra Modi, 
Prime Minister of India.

“Digital means fl ow: data fl ow, 
information fl ow, knowledge fl ow, and 
mind fl ow.” 

― Pearl Zhu, 
Digital Master
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March towards Excellence
New Initiatives

MSBTE organized the international TVET Trainer and TVET Assessor 
course developed by Sydney TAFE over a six days period in Mumbai 
from March 14 - 19, 2016. Sydney TAFE is a registered training 
organizations approved by the commonwealth of Australia to deliver 
nationally accredited qualifi cations. Sydney TAFE provides education, 
training and development opportunities for individuals, companies 
and governments internationally across many regions of the world 
(e.g. United Arab Emirates, South Korea, Malaysia, Thailand, China, 
Vietnam, and India).
The International trainer Mr. Mark Mugridge conducted the sessions. 
The objective of this training program was to prepare skill trainers and 
assessors who will train other people in the state especially in the area 
of skill assessment related to NSQF program. The International TVET 
Trainer course refl ects the roles of individuals delivering training in 

Director MSBTE awarding 
the Best Laboratory Award 
Certificate to Principal, VPM 
Polytechnic, Thane. Seen 
along with are Secretary, 
MSBTE, officers of MSBTE 
and staff of the institute.

Mrs. Rohini S. Kale, 
Principal, Sri. Savitribai 
Phule Polytechnic, 
Pune receiving the 
Best Laboratory Award 
Certificate from the Director 
MSBTE in the presence of 
Secretary, MSBTE, officers 
of MSBTE and staff of the 
institute.

Dr. Abhay Wagh, Director 
giving away the Best 
Laboratory Award 
Certificate to DKTE society’s 
Textile Inst. of Engg, 
Ichalkaranji, Kolhapur. Also 
seen are Dr. Mohitkar, Sec., 
MSBTE, Mr.V.R. Jadhav Dy. 
Secretary, MSBTE, Mr.P.G. 
Sayagavi, Asst. Sec., MSBTE.

Director, MSBTE, Mr.Mark Mugridge Trainer from TAFE, Australia and the participants at the 
training center

A training session in progress

the technical vocational education and training (TVET) Sector, whilst 
the International TVET Assessor course refl ects the role of individuals 
assessing competence in the technical vocational education and training 
(TVET) Sector. Such Training programs encourage the faculty to develop 
their students holistically by sharing their knowledge and experience.
Senior Lecturers/ HODs from different institutes attended the course 
involving theory, practical application and assessment of competency 
based teaching and assessment skills over the six days.  Participants were 
provided with a workbook contextualization to the Indian Vocational 
Education and Training environment referring to the Indian National 
Occupation Standards and the National Qualifi cations Framework.
The course was delivered and assessed successfully over the six days 
with the participantsrating the course and its delivery highly. Participation 
from all was high in both the theory and the practical application of the 
content with the practical assessments well received by the participants.

TAFE Australia Trainer conducts Faculty Training Programme in March

MSBTE 2014-15 Best Laboratory Awardees at MSBTE

Principal, St. Xavier’s 
Institute of Technology, 
Mumbai receiving the 
Best Laboratory Award 
Certificate at the hands of 
Director, MSBTE.

MSBTE Scholarships goes fully online and techbased using Digital Technology

Staff Approval system at MSBTE goes online

MSBTE has been giving Scholarships of Rs.7000/- to economically backward students whose family income is less than Rs. 5 lakhs and who are 
meritorious and cannot avail any other scholarship, freeship, etc. This scholarship was initiated in 2007-08 and every year a maximum of 2857 
students can be benefi tted. The applications of scholarship & related documents can be submitted online. All verifi cations are also made online.
From 2015-16, the amount of scholarship is directly credited in the bank account of the student or his authorized account, thus reducing the paper 
work & saving of time and manpower. MSBTE has been thus contributing to the implementation of theme of Digital India of the Government of 
India.

MSBTE also grants approval to the appointments of faculty made at unaided polytechnics. This 
approval process which was done manually till 31st Jan. 2016, has been made online using a software. 
Presently the activities of Work Load calculation, Number of staff required, allocation as per roster, 
advertisement approval are being done online. Constitution of selection committee, approval to 
the principal’s post and faculty, etc. shall be done online by MSBTE in the near future. RBTE and 
Concerned institutes are the other users of this software. The online process has till date reduced 
the paperwork and record submissions to MSBTE, thus saving time and man hours of work. Thus, 
MSBTE has facilitated in the true sense, the concept of Digital India.
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Industry Speak
Digital platform-a means of enhancing quality education & industrial production

Technical Institutes play a major role in 
supplying technical manpower to the Industry. 
They need to take care of academic excellence 
and also administrative effi ciency. The endless 
list of administrative activities like admissions, 
attendance, communication with students and 
parents, record keeping, managing curricular and 
co-curricular activities etc. consume a lot of time 
from the faculty. It is high time we offer a viable 
solution using digitization to help the teachers to 

get more time for teaching, mentoring and research activities. 
Let’s consider three key processes, to understand how digitization 
can help.
Process Admission HR & Payroll Management 

of Events (PTA 
and   Alumni 
Meet,Annual and 
Sports Day etc.)

Activities Sale of 
applications 
Data input of 
applicants Merit 
List, Admission 
Rounds Alerts to 
applicants

Faculty 
recruitment 
Salary 
calculations 
Employee 
service details 
Rewards, 
awards etc.

Event 
announcement, 
Registration, 
Attendance Sponsor 
Management  
Communication 
Distribution of 
certifi cates

Challenges Heavy data entry 
Cumbersome 
record 
keeping due 
to paper-based 
applications

Multiple 
job profi les 
Changing pay 
pules Paper-
based records

Manual 
interference in the 
above Distribution 
of Paper certifi cates

Some viable 
solutions

Online Inquiry 
and applications 
Chat facility 
for applicants 
Confi gurable 
merit list criteria 
Automatic Merit 
List generation 
Candidate login 
for alerts

Online 
recruitment 
form 
Confi gurable 
pay rules Staff 
login facility 
Real-time 
reports

Event management 
with online 
Registration, 
Participant’s 
Attendance, 
Communication 
with sponsors etc. 
Digital certifi cate 
download

Advantages Zero paper 
use Minimal 
Manpower 
utilization 
Hassle- free 
Record keeping

Integrated HR 
and Payroll 
system Zero 
paper use 
Hassle- free 
record keeping

Easy monitoring of 
events On the fl y 
sponsor history

L&T Infotech’s CampusNext™ software offers integrated modules 
for teaching and learning, Examinations, Staff Appointment, 
Training and Placement fi nance and accounting etc. The state-of-
the-art architecture is scalable to support multiple devices such as 
mobile or tablets. 
The Academic & learning analyticscan help the administrators to 
gain insights into the data to analyze course success, placement and 
staff performance. In all, the CampusNext™ solution is expected to 
enable teachers to focus more on what they can do best, that is, to 
foster young minds.

Dr. ShwetaDumbre
Project Manager, L & T Infotech Pvt. Ltd, Mumbai. 

Dr. Shweta 
Dumbre

A Digital India not only means empowerment 
for citizens but also offers signifi cant scope for 
economic progress and growth and the opportunity 
to position India as a global technology hub 
and knowledge economy that other developing 
countries can learn from and emulate. In order to 
achieve this however, there needs to be a concerted 
effort to drive and follow through with effective 
change as well as a shift in mind-set from the 

traditional approach. What is really needed is the development 
of a larger innovation ecosystem in the country- one that fosters 
creativity, collaboration, partnerships and shared technical know-
how to create disruptive business models, products and services that 
will fuel India’s Digital transformation. 
Among various technologies Machine to machine technology is one 

Ravindra Vaidya

of the key pillars that will drive this agenda. 
Machine to Machine (M2M)
India, with more than 900 million growing mobile subscriber 
bases, holds a huge opportunity for Machine–to-Machine (M2M) 
communications. M2M communication could be used for smart 
utility metering, home automation, industry wireless automation, 
logistic, automotive, transport and supply chain. To increase the 
effi ciency, accuracy and productivity, M2M plays a vital role 
wherein connected machines/meters/automobiles/logistics are 
interacting with the central system. M2M could help India in resource 
optimization, revenue generation, and manage revenue leakage. With 
seamless integration of information across departments, citizens 
walking into Government service centre could be identifi ed from 
their device (using M2M) and the data about the individual could 
be automatically processed in the background, thereby increasing 
productivity as well as ease of doing business.
GIS data will be utilized by mapping user of the device and his/her 
identity. Similarly GIS together with connected machines, vehicle/
transport mode and city layout will provide inputs to decision 
support systems and development.
A few important applications of M2M technology are discussed 
below:
1. Connected Industrial production - will improve production and 

effi ciency by monitoring health of the machine remotely sending 
alerts to SME. 

2. Connected Utility Meter – to monitor tampering of the meters, 
health, issues, control resource leakage e.g. gas bills, electricity 
bills, highway toll can be automated. Also, law enforcement can 
use these smart devices to monitor vehicle speed and any illegal 
activity. 

3. Remote vehicle controlling- users can remotely lock their car, 
control air conditioning as well as get emergency boost charge for 
their vehicle through M2M. 

4. Broadcasting messages across anywhere-For example, smart 
billboards providing exchange rates, oil prices, BSE and NSE 
updates.

5. High availability and business continuity - Wireless connectivity 
in nuclear installations, shipping, military equipment and 
aerospace for continuous updates, predict failure situations, 
thereby providing highest optimization and business continuity. 

6. Location awareness of visitors- Useful in military or restricted 
areas.

This would thus assist the ‘Digital India’ initiative with an umbrella 
program to prepare India for a knowledge based transformation to 
increase the educational standards as well industrial production.

Ravindra Vaidya
Managing Director, Ganesh Industies, Waluj, Aurangabad

Effective academia-industry collaboration will 
benefi t both the parties. DAIC (Digital Academia-
Industry Collaboration) is a joint initiative of 
MSBTE and Larsen &Toubro to build a digital 
platform for this. Under the guidance of Dr. 
Abhay Wagh Director, MSBTE and a committee 
of Polytechnic Principals,L&T Institute of 
Technology and L&T InfoTech are working 
together to build a digital platform, called DAIC. 

DAIC will offer various industry- academia collaboration services 
like:
• Industry based Projects for students with guidance from Industry 

experts 
• Meaningful Industry visits
• Faculty and Student internship to get exposure to latest trends
• Seminar and Guest Lectures 
All these activities can be arranged, monitored and evaluated using 
the special software. Industry personnel will be able to send and 
receive feedback on these activities.
A job bulletin for students will be an added attraction of the software. 
The students will be able to review and send application for the job 
opportunities posted by industry. 
The beta version of the platform is expected to be operational in 
April 2016.

ShrikantMulik
Product Head, L & T Infotech Pvt. Ltd, Mumbai

Shrikant Mulik
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Success Story of

“Institute of Civil & Rural Engineering, Gargoti”
Shri Mouni Vidyapith (SMV), Internationally renowned educational 
trust that caters to  education from KG to Ph.D. It is situated in the 
remote rural area of Western Maharashtra, at Gargoti, 50 kms from 
Kolhapur. It has been serving the society from the past 60 years with 
the motto of “Rural Reconstruction through Rural Education and Rural 
Education through Rural Reconstruction”. Spread over a lush green 
land of 65 acres, it has been playing a very crucial role in the socio 
economic development of this area. The three mentors, Late Raosaheb 
V.T.Patil, Great Educationist late Padmashree Dr. J. P. Naik and Late 
Shree Prabhakarpant 
Korgaonkar built this trust 
brick by brick with the help 
of society.   

Institute of Civil and 
Rural Engineering (ICRE) 
began post SSC diploma 
course in Civil & Rural 
Engineering with 60 intake 
& over the years as per the 
requirement of industry and 
society started Electrical 
Engineering diploma 
course as an unaided course 
in 1984 which secured aid 
from 1996. With the World 
Bank assistance project 
ICRE started Computer 
Engineering, Electronics 
and Telecommunication 
Engineering diploma courses. With the advancement of information 
technology and globalization, with the assistance of SMV, AICTE, 
MSBTE & DTE, it also started Mechanical Engineering, Information 
Technology, Computer Engineering, Electronics & Communication 
Engineering, and Civil Engineering as Unaided Courses. The institute 
has a staggering 840 intake capacity.

National Board of Accreditation (NBA) awarded Accreditation status 
for fi ve courses for three years w.e.f. 22/01/2008. The institute has 
been the fi rst Polytechnic to have been conferred the status in the state 
of Maharashtra. All this development, advancement and modernisation 
would not have been possible without the able motivation of 
management, guidance by government offi cers, assistance from 
society and the requisite efforts of the teaching and non teaching staff. 

The institute has amongst it’s staff, an ISTE Best Polytechnic Teacher 
awardee and a former elected President of ISTE,New Delhi.A total 
of 23 staff members have completed Master of Engineering courses.
Three faculty members are pursuing Ph D in Engineering. More than 
three faculty members have published technical papers in International 
journals.

ICRE with its rural based track record, has good performances at 
MSBTE exams and has a high number of passouts opting higher 
education at prestigious institutes. Department of Civil & Rural 
Engineering has contributed to the development of MSBTE curriculum 
of Civil Engineering at Maharashtra state level as a Project Institute 
under “G” Scheme presently on. Institute has been contributing 
towards successful hosting of MSBTE activities.

Under the MODROBS scheme ICRE has received more than Rs.50 
lakhs as assistance for development of Computer Engineering Dept., 
Civil & Rural Engineering Dept., Electronics and Telecommunication 
Dept. & Training & Placement Cell.

The robust Alumni of  ICRE has been associated with over all 
development of Maharashtra State as number of them are working in 
different departments of state government, some retired on high post 
and some still continuing with good work and playing a major role 

in prestigious projects like 
Koyana Dam Lake Tapping 
Project.

Other than running diploma 
engineering courses, 
ICRE is also engaged in 
Community Development 
Through Polytechnic 
(CDTP) Programs. This 
novel programme known 
as Community Polytechnic 
Scheme, gives the much 
needed boost to implement 
other development 
programmes successfully. 
Initially, 36 polytechnics 
having strong rural base were 
selected for this ambitious 
programme in 1979. The 
idea behind selecting these 

polytechnics was to use the technical expertise in the polytechnics for 
the rural development. 

The activities of Community Polytechnic undertaken and successfully 
completed are: 

1.  Survey work for water supply scheme, Bandharas, lift irrigation, 
percolation tanks, Road construction,Construction of low cost 
houses,

2.  Shramdan Camps.

3.  Awareness of Entrepreneurship Development.

4.  Human Resource Development 

5.  Technology Transfer activities such as Biogas Plants, Earthen 
Burners, Smokeless Chullas, Solar Cooker Demonstration, Earthen 
Freeze, Earthen Water fi lter cum cooler, Pre cast concrete Gutter, 
Kalyan Hoe,Coconut shell decoder.

6.  Community Services such as Bee-keeping, Circulating Library, etc.

7.  Rural based Technical Services 

In 2009-10, Govt. of India introduced the new scheme called 
“Community Development Through Polytechnic”. The institute started 
this scheme & runs various activities and till  date has trained 4372 
trainees under the training programmes. Amonst them more than 600 
have become entrepreneurs and have provided wage employment to 
others.  

The institute credits its success to the efforts of the management, staff 
and MSBTE alongwith the nearby rural industries.

Theme for the Next Issue :
“Influence of Automation 

on student life”

“In this digital age, we have an 
opportunity to transform lives of people 
in ways that was hard to imagine just a 
couple of decades ago.” 

- Shri. Narendra Modi, 
Prime Minister of India.
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Digital platform - A Means to Enhance Quality 
Education and Industrial Production
Nurturing the young minds with the wave of 
digitization helps us to move from contemporary 
education system. The digital leap has broader 
platform from the chalk duster teaching 
methodology to drift towards OHP (Over Head 
Projectors) to support, then moving towards power 

point presentations and now towards the more interactive platform of 
being digital with videos and online tutorials. 
It reminds me of the proverb we all have grown up knowing that-
“I hear I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I understand.”
Platform of digital Education supports and enlightens the above 
proverb with strong threshold. With the increase in the accessibility 
to technology using digital media,Education band in India has 
growing demand for a change from the contemporary education 
system and to move towards the digital media that is accessible 
to all. Generation today have become increasingly technology-
driven, revealing considerable potential and readiness to imbibe 
and learn using digital media. Through digital platform, we create 
a knowledge-based society.The use of digital technologies would 
help and enhance the technical skills of the teachers too to develop 
technical expertise. This helps groom the young and creative mind as 
industrial technocrats for the development of the society. The gained 
technical expertise can be unfolded to students with interactive 
website with online quizzes for the subject and along with the 
video tutorials to enhance the practical knowledge and webinars. 
Initiative already taken by MSBTE with the various teacher-training 
programmes on latest topics. I truly believe that the digital platform 
will provide a leap and bound progress to the education methodology 
and the teaching learning process.Digital is the future as it simplifi es 
the process of identifying and assessing learning outcomes. It is a 
platform providing wings to the imagination of young minds to fl y 
high through the sky.

Anuradha Bhatia
M.E Computer Engineering Lecturer V.E.S. Polytechnic, Chembur

The concept “Digitalization” is to implement 
Advanced Technologies in all areas of life to 
improve the productivity, security, accessibility 
& luxury of nation. The technological researches 
and discoveries are the root cause of increased 
productivity of industrialization.  The mid 
decade saw the evolution of electronics and 
telecommunication eliminates the barriers 

of communication. Innovations in all types of products, with 
smart connected objects, sensors, wearable, low power devices, 
connectivity, big data, and cloud computing is under progress  . 
There is a digital transformation of the process covering logistics, 
product design, shop fl oor automation and customer relationship 
management. Task Force on Advanced Manufacturing Technologies 
for Clean Production is providing a unique opportunity for engineers 
to bring things together to form a common understanding of the 
need of integration of digital into industry. This addresses a number 
of challenges including climate change, environmental protection 
and the need for growth to create jobs. Five initiative pillars are 
recommended by the Task Force Planning: training the trainers, 
supporting the uptake of advanced manufacturing technologies, 
working with regional funds for modernization of industry, industrial 
policies, and raising SME awareness.
The role model of “Digital India “includes various scopes for the 
enterprises to start their own business. The government of India 
under Industrial Development Act will provide fi nancial assistance & 
guidelines to run the business on various phases of business cycle. 
This is the primary aim of “Make in India” to increase the productivity 
and employability. 
There is a need of sharing knowledge, expertise, infrastructures & 
initiatives to develop competence in the manufacturing and make 
collective use of hardware and software. However, in order to achieve 
the success it is necessary to develop a supporting ecosystem, a proper 
alignment and complementarily platforms and grow a production 
focus in their application, particularly towards SMEs.

Digital India’s vision to expand data connectivity 
in order to transform quality education can serve as 
a powerful lesson to other emerging markets. 
Education can be a catalyst for the socio-economic 
transformation of country with important attributes 
like knowledge and skill development. The digital 
India project will be helpful in providing real-
time education and partly address the challenge 

of lack of teachers in education system through smart and virtual 
classrooms. The growing use of mobile phones in every age-group 
and the penetration of mobile phone provide an effi cient platform to 
provide education to masses in an economical way. The Value Added 
Services (VAS) industry is coming up with innovative ideas every 
day to provide education as VAS. E.g. English Seekho, Pragati, 
iPerform, Fisher Friend and Behtar Zindagi. The m-education is 
going to be a big market globally by 2020. Tutor-on-Mobile is one 
some successful initiatives providing education on mobile platform.
Virtual class-room is backed by an Internet connection. Take for 
instance, Smart Class and Smart School solutions from Educomp 
provide technology enabled education tools for interactive, 
collaborative, multi-sensory learning and assessment system. With 
the increase in data connectivity and improved IT infrastructure, the 
education sector is moving towards online courses. The Massive 
Online Open Courses (MOOCS) is slowly picking up with 8.8% 
adoption rate in India so far. MOOCS has no restriction on class size 
and usage of social media and online tools makes accessibility easier 
from anywhere.
Greater mobility in education will help to make a global content 
platform a reality but it’s not just about sharing content. Mobile 
applications can also enable student registration and teachers 
clocking their time, class timetables, exam results and academic 
progress notifi cations to be accessed more easily by both students 
and parents. 
Digital Platform –New entrepreneurial opportunities
The Digital India announcement is one that can prove to be truly 
transformational for the country. The National Broadband Mission, 
the National Optical Fibre Network and other digital infrastructure 
projects create the base for a digital revolution in the country.
One major outcome of this initiative, apart from the business 
it opens up for scale players in the IT sector in India, is the vast 
set of opportunities that can and should open up for the start-
up ecosystem in the country. Entrepreneurs in internet services, 
m and e-commerce, design and manufacturing services in high 
tech manufacturing and products, services and skills creation for 
the digital environment will fi nd ample scope for creativity and 
innovation in the new environment. There will also be entrepreneurial 
opportunities in the intersection of “Make in India” and “Digital 
India” that will see new age manufacturing companies embrace new 
technologies on the shop fl oor and transform supply and demand 
chains in the changing competitive landscape of the manufacturing 
industry. The empowerment of manufacturing through the Internet of 
Things (IoT) is creating intelligent shop fl oors that demonstrate data 
driven operational excellence and decentralized production control 
systems within and beyond the physical factory walls. Some digital 
initiatives that are being implemented in manufacturing companies in 
India include digital warehousing, on-line bidding, mobile fi eld force 
and supplier collaboration platforms and collaborative manufacturing 
systems across states and industrial corridors. Digital Healthcare, 
Education, Financial Services and even just Digital Government. 
Diagnostics, Needs Analysis and Service Design and Delivery shall 
be immense For the new era Google and Face book wannabes, 
Digital India will present a wonderful opportunity. The success of 
entrepreneurship will be the true success of India!

Swati Bhasme, 
Lecturer at Govt. Polytechnic, Auranagabd

Swati Bhasme

Anuradha Bhatia

K J. Masarkar                                                                           

There is a golden opportunity for polytechnic students to sense 
coming era of startups and come up as an entrepreneur. 

Mr. K J. Masarkar                                                                           
Lecturer in Electronics & Telecommunication Dept.      

 Agnihotri School of Technology (Polytechnic), Wardha
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Why Digital?
There is a strong need for fl exible, innovative 
learning approaches and delivery methods: to 
improve quality and relevance while expanding 
student numbers, to widen participation to 
diverse groups of learners and a combat drop-
out.
Technology is everywhere, entwined in almost 
every part of our lives. It affects how we 

shop, socialize, connect, play and most importantly learn. It isn’t 
as if higher education is being targeted specifi cally, the digital 
revolution that underpins the information age has left virtually no 
part of modern life untouched but, as few people realize in terms 
of maturity. 
E-learning allows delivery, dialogue and feedback over the internet 
&higher participation and greater interaction. The web and the 
internet are the core ICT’s to spread education through E-learning. 
The components include E-portfolios, cyber infrastructures, digital 
libraries and online learning object repositories. It allows mass 
customization in terms of content and exams. The To reach offshore 
students, information technology is the only convenient medium, 
which can offer education as a service.
Developing digital capacity to enhance teaching and learning 
in higher education requires: a clear institutional strategy and 
implementation plan; recognition of the department or school as the 
unit of change; the utilization of shared resource more effectively 
through targeted, planned developments.

Tanvi Ranim
Electronics dept, GP Mumbai 

Like every other media technology, Computers 
and the Internet have immediately been hailed 
as a technology that would revolutionize 
education. The difference is that, this time, these 
predictions will probably come true. If there is 
one thing we have to get out of the way when 
having a fi rst conversation about teaching and 
learning as it relates to digital technology is 
that digital is coming and resistance is futile.
Digital education today is no longer limited 

to the four walls of a classroom. It has paved way for virtual 
classrooms, making learning attainable and providing easy access 
everywhere and every time. This has allowed students to use digital 
learning as a ‘fl ipped classroom’ adding considerable value to true 
manner in which education is imparted. The fourth generation 
of communication technology is speculated to revolutionize the 
digital education space by providing cutting-edge user experience.

Education is an important tool that is applied 
to the contemporary world to succeed, as it 
mitigates the challenges which are faced in 
life. Education has played a paramount role in 
the modern industrial world. In case of formal 
education, the main determining factor about 
quality of education is the quality of teaching 
material, curriculum & course contents.
The second pre-requisite of good education 

system is the expert teacher’s. In countries like India, there is 
tremendous shortage of teacher’s particularly in remote areas. The 
students are deprived of good education, also called E-learning, 
delivers the courses to the students directly at their door step using 
various tools like multimedia, & virtual reality. The local teachers 
have to act only as the facilitator.
The expert resources of the virtual bank of experts are also 
available to the students through internet, E-mail, chat sessions, 
video-conferences & video-phones.
A super power aspiring India is staring at a future generation of 
employment- unfi t worker’s lacking in basic communication, 
arithmetic, & cognitive skills. India lacks quality teacher’s & Hon. 
Narendra Modi’s ‘Digital India’ programme, which currently is 
more inclined to disbursing tablets & technology in public schools, 
will fail if it ignores the most critical cog in the wheel- Teacher.
There is almost no debate that digital education is the norm for the 
future. However, we also know that tablets cannot replace teachers, but 
only complement them. What we need today is digital technologies 
tailored around teachers to enhance & ensure uniform quality of 
teaching across the country. So the key lies in using digital platform 
& solutions to deliver secure & quality content & more importantly, 
provide access to quality teacher’s online. Learning platforms have 
till date, failed to make an impact on India’s educational conditions, 
primarily because they are mostly just digitised textbooks & course 
content. What we need today is an all-inclusive Ed-tech platform 
that connects all the dots- deliver good quality content in a secure 
environment, channelize communication & collaboration between 
students & teacher’s & more importantly provide tools for teacher’s 
to improve teaching methods.

Guari Jadhav
Electronics Dept , G P Mumbai

We are waiting for those days when classroom 
teaching will not be only blackboards, chalks, 
diagrams, maps and so on.....Ages back it was 
anticipated by Thomas Edison that “Books will 
soon be absolute in public schools.....our school 
system will completely be  changed inside ten 
years.” Though it has taken longer. But without 
doubt we can say that education system as 
changing itself with advent of modern technology.

The audio visual representation is always more appealing to us. 
Learning complemented with the moving colourful objects & 
audio to make a learner listen; he will remember it better than just 
merely reading the text. Modern students can also use audio visual 
media instead of just text book learning; and the result? As expected 
students are learning faster in addition. YouTube the effective media 
platform is providing a specialized channel designed for education.
SMART classroom technology means the collaboration of SMART 
board & other devices & workstations that will help to boost the 
classroom activities. Students will be able to work individually or 
in separate groups.
Digital technology also empowers the teachers. The vast platform 
of social media like face book, twitter, and tumbler enable teachers 
to have better interaction with other teachers.

Sakshi Yende
GP Mumbai

We are waiting for those days when classroom 
teaching will not be only blackboards, chalks, 
diagrams, maps and so on.....Ages back it was 
anticipated by Thomas Edison that “Books will 
soon be absolute in public schools.....our school 
system will completely be  changed inside ten 
years.” Though it has taken longer. But without 
doubt we can say that education system as 
changing itself with advent of modern technology.

The audio visual representation is always more appealing to us. 
Learning complemented with the moving colourful objects & 
audio to make a learner listen; he will remember it better than just 
merely reading the text. Modern students can also use audio visual 
media instead of just text book learning; and the result? As expected 
students are learning faster in addition. YouTube the effective media 
platform is providing a specialized channel designed for education.
SMART classroom technology means the collaboration of SMART 
board & other devices & workstations that will help to boost the 
classroom activities. Students will be able to work individually or 
in separate groups.
Digital technology also empowers the teachers. The vast platform 
of social media like face book, twitter, and tumbler enable teachers 
to have better interaction with other teachers.

Prashant R. Sonawane
Zeal Polytechnic, Pune

Tanvi Ranim

Nikhil Belhekar

Guari Jadhav

Sakshi Yende

Prashant Sonawane

The internet is here to stay, providing instant constant communication 
and unlimited resources for learning. Advances in online learning 
will remove the constraints of a common location and time creating 
greater opportunities for recruitment, access and collaboration.

Nikhil Belhekar
T.Y.Computer, MIT Polytechnic.
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Inspiring Success Stories of Diploma holders

I was born and brought up in Ahmednagar town. 
I was an average kid at school and after SSC, my 
parents decided to enroll me for a diploma course. 
They chose a very good institute at Pune where I 
secured admission in Mechanical branch. I took 
lot of efforts to adjust with the new place, new 
environment, new people, huge campus, which 
transformed my life. Studying in Pune changed my 

attitude. Being a hostelite, I was independent and in a good company 
of ambitious friends who motivated me a lot.

Teachers in the polytechnic helped me to clear concepts in various 
subjects. Understanding the subject thoroughly changed my thought 
process. I was maturing day by day. Every single day taught me 
something new. After six months, I got to know one thing about 
diploma that, it is based on practical knowledge. I started enjoying 
my studies. My teachers played a very important role to develop my 
interest in the subjects that I learnt.  

Diploma education gave me an opportunity to experience, what we 
learn in theory through practical, industrial visits and expert lectures. 
It developed confi dence in me, which became strongside of my 
personality. In the third year of my diploma, my father started a new 
business related to automobile industry. I joined him immediately 
after my diploma. He suffered a heart attack and I needed to look 
after his business on my own. Next year I planned to complete 
my graduation in Mechanical Engineering, from a college from 
Ahmednagar itself.

It was quite diffi cult for me to juggle between my business and 
my studies. My basic concepts were cleared in diploma itself and 
application as well as implementation of Engineering I was performing 
in my business. This helped me a lot while studying for degree course. 
But I personally, feel that diploma gives one an opportunity to learn 
from scratch and develops one’s overall performance, which I never 
experienced while completing my degree.

I appeared for campus interviews. I came to understand that 
rather than percentage marks you scored; your applicative mind is 
appreciated while seeking the job. I was placed through campus 
placement & joined it, to learn new things which would help me 
in my business. I worked for a year and half in that company. This 
experience really helped me a lot. 

In 2012, I started my own factory to manufacture automobile parts. 
I worked really hard with passion. My father’s company sales were 
limited in Maharashtra. I expanded my company’s business. We are 
selling products in almost seven states now.

Today, I am looking after both the factories; based in Ahmednagar 
MIDC. Total 35 people are working for me. This is just a beginning 
in my life. I will not say I am successful and on contented, in what 
I do. But I am happy to mention that, it’s the diploma course that 
changed an average middle class boy like me to a business man. 
I believe its only knowledge which can lead you to success. Only 
knowledge will earn respect in your life. Study hard so as to not only 
get good marks but to seek genuine knowledge as well. I wish all the 
best to you.   

Sumeet Vaykole
Mechanical Engineer

Sumeet Vaykole

I come from typical Maharashtrian middle class 
family. Life was never peaceful after I lost my 
father an early stage of my life. Losing my father 
when I was in 3rd standard forced us to change 
our base from Thane to Ratnagiri at my Uncle’s 
residence. After completing SSC with decent 
percentage, I preferred to join Somaiya Polytechic 
for diploma.

I was never a very brilliant student but I was hardworking. I completed 
my Diploma with First Class. With some helping hand from brother’s 
salary, I secured admission in K.K.Wagh College of Engineering, 
Nasik and three years later passed with First Class. During my study 
in engineering, I was really zapped with construction activity and 
chose to be a Site Engineer.

I did one Residential Site and one Industrial Site. Thereon, I got an 
opportunity to get into Design Consultancy, which I accepted it as I 
was getting the chance to get back to Mumbai.

I didn’t realize that, my life would suddenly get into insecure zone 
the moment I got into Designing work. Working on site, had almost 
wiped out my design concepts and I was almost lost in offi ce. The 
feeling of going to offi ce where I could hardly do anything made me 
feel uncomfortable. Fortunately I still had all my books with me. I 
decided to fi ght the discomfort and started studying again. No doubt 
my mentor Mr. Ghate Sir, owner of the consulting fi rm, helped me in 
refreshing my fundamentals & as well kept me on my toes for giving 
output to the Company.

My second major employer was Toyo Engineering India Limited, 
with whom I worked for almost 7 years. I worked on various Oil and 
Gas, chemical petrochemical and fertilizer plants. I also got chance 
to head a project as the Civil Team Leader while working in Toyo.

Though working as a structural engineer, I always had a dream of 
starting my own set up. Maybe I was too complacent with my job. In 
2004, one of my friends offered me to join his company. Our journey 
began in 2005 with 3 employees in a small 100sq.ft. offi ce that went 
well till 2013.

In 2013, my partner and I decided to split and I opted to walk away 
from business without any benefi ts, infrastructure.

The struggle seemed to be unending. I was confused to choose 
between the choices - to take a fresh start, from a scratch or to give up 
on business and get back to service once again. My family members, 
especially my wife, was quite fi rm on me not going back to service. 
I kept going on under my new status of being JOBLESS for almost 
six months. One fi ne day I met one of my senior friends running an 
offi ce in neighborhood who helped me in surfi ng internet for a job 
and who became a savior and allowed me to use his offi ce to sit in 
and use his internet connection. With only one’s own reputation in 
hand, it is never an easy task to get some work. It took me a couple 
of months to bag the fi rst order which was an International Design 
and Detailing Contract.

Things really started happening or the hard work had started paying 
off and enquiries started fl owing. Now the challenge was working 
capital. I didn’t hesitate to drain my bank balance, courtesy- my 
engineer wife’s salary which supported the family. With all the 
business development efforts and the reputation built over the years 
things started getting stable.

One year down the line- we moved to a 1200 sq.ft.offi ce with a staff 
of 30 people working under our roof. Our reach to companies has 
increased and so have our engineering skills. Slowly but steadily, 
our offi ce is getting stabilized and getting ready for new challenges 
to expand.

Kiran Mahajani

I am not sure if this story forms a true success story, but it 
gives immense pleasure to know and share the fact that I could create 
30 Job Opportunities in the country. If there is anything you can take 
away from my experience, let it be that gaining knowledge and making 
a small difference in the world can change everything for you.

Mr. Kiran Mahajani
QSPL
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Digital India is an initiative by the Government of 
India to ensure that Government services are made 
available to citizens electronically by improving 
online infrastructure and by increasing Internet 
connectivity. It was launched on 1 July 2015 by 
Central Government. The initiative includes plans 
to connect rural areas with high-speed internet 
networks. Digital India has three core components. 

They include the creation of digital infrastructure, delivering services 

“I dream of a digital India where access to 
information knows no barrier” said Shri. Narendra 
Modi, Hon. Prime Minister of India. 
This statement is going to become reality very 
soon, as we are living in the fast-paced, worldwide, 
competitive workplace. Our traditional school 
models are not capable of meeting the needs of 
the 21st century students. All students from school 

to colleges and Post college need to develop advanced thinking 
and information literacy skills along the initiative to become self-
directed learners. 
Digital Platform is “A platform” that can be defi ned as an app, a 
website, an e-Learning environment, or a collaboratively curated 
content source.” defi nition that Terry  “http://www ds/how-digital-
platforms-are-disrupting-how-learning-happens/”Heick, the director 
of Teach Thought provides. There are various types of digital 
platforms like Apps, Websites, eLearning Environments, Social 
Media etc. For example, Facebook,  Quora, Twitter, Instagrame, 
Youtube, Google Earth etc are digital platforms. With Digital 
Platform there comes concept of Digital teaching and learning.  
Digital learning is any instructional practice that effectively uses 
technology to strengthen a student’s learning experience. There are 
various ways for Digital Learning which is a means for enhancing 
quality education and industrial production in today’s fast pace 
environment.
Some of the Digital platform concepts are fl ipped Classroom, video 
on demand, soft-books, 
Flipped classroom: Provide lecture material in the form of Video, 
E-book or E-notes for review at home and problem-solving exercises 
in the classroom.
Video on Demand: Study material is present in the form of Video 
which student can use as and when desired.
Soft-Books: E-books or Soft-books are used anywhere anytime to 
study.
There are various advantages of Digital Platform
● Increased access to learning contents.
● Flexibility of content and delivery method.
● Eliminating geographical and time barriers as learners can learn 

from any place and at anytime
● Learner-centered approach
● Upgrading of employee skills for increased productivity
● Sharing of costs and of training time with the employees Increased 

portability of training
Sadaf Shaikh 

Lecturer in IT, G. P. Mumbai

“The science of learning meets the art of teaching”
Technology is everywhere; worldwide 
communication provides instant access to vast 
data and assessment skills. Rapid communication, 
plus increased access to IT at the home, at work 
and in educational establishments, could mean 
that learning becomes a truly lifelong activity- an 
activity in which the pace of technological change 

forces constant evaluation of the learning process itself.
Digital platform enables access to variety of learning resources, 
immediacy to information, anytime learning, anywhere learning, 
collaborative learning, multimedia approach, authentic and up to date 
information, access to online libraries, teaching of different subjects 
made interesting, educational data storage, distance education, access 
to the source of information, multiple communication channels 
email,chat,forum,blogs,etc,access to open courseware.
In view of industrial production through digital platform the quality 
of product and services and there growth is immeasurable. 
Digital transformation of the process covering logistics, product 
design, shop fl oor automation and customer Relationship 
management. Controlling costs and improving effi ciency have 
always been important.
LEVELS OF DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION: 
Digital Data: Capturing, processing and analyzing digital data 
allows better predictions and decisions. 

Automation: Combining traditional technologies with artifi cial 
intelligence is increasingly giving rise to systems that work 
autonomously and organize themselves. This reduces error rates, 
adds speed and cuts operating costs. 
Connectivity: Interconnecting the entire value chain via mobile or 
fi xed-line high-bandwidth telecom networks synchronizes supply 
chains and shortens both production lead times and innovation 
cycles. 
Digital Customer Access: The (mobile) internet gives new 
intermediaries direct access to customers to whom they can offer full 
transparency and new kinds of services.
BENEFITS OF DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION:
Reduce the time for marketing: The solution helps in signifi cantly 
reducing the design to manufacturing lead times, thereby allowing 
faster product launches. 

Streamline processes and improve agility: simplifi ed and 
standardized manufacturing and design process, the solution helps 
reduce redundancies and ensure a well-knit process framework. It 
also helps an organization notch up process agility and allows for 
greater traceability. 
Enhance product design: simulated environments for superior 
design capabilities, and promote collaboration and reusability across 
different processes. 
Improve resource management: helps maximize resource utilization 
and improve throughput.

Bhalerao Moreshvar H.
Lecturer in Computer Engineering Govt. Polytechnic, Mumbai

Archana Patil

Bhalerao 
Moreshvar

Sadaf Shaikh 

digitally, and Digital literacy.
The government aims to target nine ‘Pillars of Digital India that 
they identify as being. 1. Broadband Highways, 2. Universal Access 
to Mobile Connectivity, 3. Public Internet Access Programme, 
4. e-Governance-Reforming Government through Technology, 
5. eKranti - Electronic delivery of services, 6. Information for All, 
7. Electronics Manufacturing, 8. IT for Jobs, 9. Early Harvest programs.
Some of the facilities which will be provided through this initiative 
are Digital Locker, e-education, e-health, e-sign and national 
scholarship portal. As the part of Digital India, Indian government 
planned to launch Botnet cleaning centers.
We at STES Sou. Venutai Chavan Polytechnic, Pune extended our 
support to “Digital India” by conducting various programming on 
Digital awareness such as “Digital India Week-Cyber Hygiene and 
Cyber Ethics”, “Cyber law – threats and challenges”.

Mrs. Archana P. Patil
Lecturer (IT), SVCP, Pune.
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MSBTE News

Talent & Creativity display - MSBTE Project Competitions 2015-16

Brain Buzzing - MSBTE Technical Quiz Competitions 2015-16 

Dr. Abhay Wagh engrossed in a project demonstration at the MSBTE 
Project Competition (Mumbai region) held at Bharati Vidyapeeth Inst.
of Technology, CBD Belapur, Navi Mumbai on 8th March 2016.

Shri. Annasaheb Misal, District Collector, Dhule lighting the lamp 
at the MSBTE Project Competition for Aurangabad region held at 
Government Polytechnic, Dhule on 12th March 2016.

A Jury member successfully tests an innovative pole climbing 
equipment at the MSBTE Project Copetition for Nagpur Region held at 
J.D. Polytechnic, Nagpur 10 March 2016

MSBTE Technical Quiz Competition 2015-16 at Sanjay Bhokare 
Group of Institutes, (Polytechnic) Tilaknagar, Miraj, Sangli

MSBTE State Level Technical Quiz Competition 2015-16 at Acharya 
Shrimannarayan Polytechnic, Pipri Wardha

MSBTE State Level Technical Quiz Competition 2015-16 at 
Government Polytechnic, Jalgaon 

MSBTE State Level Technical Quiz Competition 2015-16 at Zagdusing 
Charitable Trust’s Thakur Polytechnic, Kandivali, Mumbai

MSBTE State Level Technical Quiz Competition 2015-16 at Puranmal 
Lahoti Government Polytechnic Latur.

MSBTE State Level Technical Quiz Competition 2015-16 at MCE 
Society’s Institute of Pharmacy (Diploma), Pune

Dr. Vinod Mohitkar, Secretary, MSBTE and Dr. V.R. Mankar,  
Dy. Secretary RBTE, Pune looking keenly at a project at the MSBTE 
Project Competition (Pune region) held at Vidya Vikas Pratisthan’s 
Polytechnic, Soregaon, Solapur on 15th March 2016.
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Techno buzz

Factors like location and cloud cover can prevent certain homes from 
utilizing rooftop solar systems, leaving an eager group of tech homebuyers 

in the dark. Now, a unique idea 
brings the panels inside. 
To fi x the availability issue and 
boost power generation, an 
engineering team took a new look 
at solar by rethinking the location 
and design of panels.The team 
looked to nature for inspiration 
and to see how animals can cope 

in the dark and found that copying the design of Moth eyes that have 
microscopic patterns that fi lter light toward the center,allows the panels to 

For pretty much anyone in the Western world, the Internet is not only 
ubiquitous, it’s practically inescapable. Between phones, tablets, 
PCs, game consoles, televisions and set-top boxes, the Internet exists 
in every corner of our lives.
Soil IQ is the company which is adopting the IOT in farming as they 
are building a probe that streams soil fertility and weather data to 
the paired application device. Princeton grad with soil scientists are 
working with hundreds of Kenyan farmers to increase crops quality. 
Soil IQ has the mission to help people to grow food more sustainably. 

If auto rickshaws in the city are 
blamed for polluting, here’s a 
simple solution to replace the diesel/
gas consuming autos. ElecRic, as 
the name goes runs on solar power, 
emits nothing and cost Rs 2 laksh 
only.
RJMS-EV, a private company 
that is into manufacturing of 
electric vehicle and components in 

Bengaluru has a patent in their name for their innovation in switching 
a typical auto that runs on gas to a solar-run auto rickshaw. The 
rickshaw was launched offi cially in Bengaluru on Saturday.
Umesh Chandra, one of the directors of the company says, “This is 

Un believable! But true. 
Up until fairly recently, 
the next best solution to 
the vast amounts of plastic 
‘disposable’ cutlery we 
create and consume on 
this planet has been 
to focus on creating 
better compostable, or 
biodegradable, single-

use consumer goods, which is a small step forward, and a decent 
alternative to virgin plastics. But there may be an even better 
solution, or at least a better partial solution, which is to make 
certain of these items actually edible, so there’s no lengthy 
composting process involved and no recycling bin to fi nd. Imagine 
being able to stir your coffee, then eat the spoon.
According to the manufacturer, the cutlery is completely vegan 
and has no coatings on it, and will naturally decompose “anywhere 
between 3 to 7 days if insects, dogs, birds do not eat it” and that 

Eat with it & then Eat it !
customers can specify a gluten-free recipe if desired. It can be made 
with fl avors of Rice, wheat, Jowar too. Additional or alternative 
ingredients can also be requested, such as a “pulp mix of carrot, 
beetroot, spinach and other spices” or the adding of fl avor essences 
for an additional cost. The shelf life of the edible spoons is said to 
be about 18 months. The spoons are made with sorghum fl our & 
uses up to 60 times less water than rice, and the use of it for edible 
cutlery and other products could help create the needed market 
forces that will help Indian farmers gradually shift back to millets 
instead of focusing primarily on rice production. Where to use
It can be used for eating any rice based dishes, Upma, Idli sambar, 
gravies, with soup as like spicy spoon stick, as a snack. With 
Chat, sweets, cake, Ice cream, Tea, Coffee, Lassi, fruit juice, milk 
shakes. It does not melt or fall in hot or cold beverages. It will last 
till the end of your meal. Ideal for teething babies to chew. Good 
for Hospital patient’s meal against plastic spoons normally used. 
Harmless travelling companion. All this, at a throwaway price of 
Rs.2.75 /- per spoon only, which matters less in contrast to the tips 
and price we pay to eat at the hotels.

Smart wallpaper has the potential to bring solar indoors

Internet on Things trend to urban and rural farming

Solar Autorickshaws

operate in low-light conditions.
 The material is fl exible and has applications with indoor solar panels 
because of its conductivity and 
strength.Using a technique known 
as nanotexturing, which involves 
growing graphene around a 
textured metallic surface.Installed 
indoors, as part of future ‘smart 
wallpaper’ or ‘smart windows’, 
this material could act as smart 
wallpaper to generate electricity 
from waste light or heat, powering a numerous array of smart applications, 
researchers said.

This probe is powered by solar 
panel so it can run indefi nitely. 
It can work with either soil 
based or hydroponics gardens 
and either food or medicinal 
crops. These probes even rigged 
it to send SMS or twitter alerts 
when plants needs attention.

a pilot project that we have to spend money for Rs 4 crores. The 
government is giving the opportunities for entrepreneurs, solar power 
sector and mobility providers. Two stroke auto owners should be 
enabled to accommodate the technology in their autos to make the 
transition happen.”
The company claims that the maintenance cost of a solar auto 
rickshaw will cost Re 1 per kilometre while it is Rs5 per km. ElecRic 
can go 110 km with fi ve hours of charge if batteries are charged fully 
one time. Umesh suggested that if the government can create charging 
points underneath each metro stations or at government offi ces and 
banks, there will be two benefi ts—accessibility to charging points 
will be easier for all types of electric vehicles and secondly metro 
commuters can hop off the stations and fi nd an EV to get home 
(serves last mile commute).
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MSBTE Staff Trainings & MSBTE Sponsored Faculty Trainings

Program for Officers of MSBTE on “Emotional Transformations” by 
ChinmayaYuva Kendra conducted at MSBTE office.

MSBTE Ministerial Staff engrossed in a session of the Training 
program at R. C. F., Thal, Alibag on 04th to 06th March, 2016.

Faculty deeply engrossed in a session at Govt. Residential Woman’s Polytechnic, Latur

Glimpse of Faculty training Program by Aplab Ltd. at St. Xavier’s Tech. Inst.,  
Mahim, Mumbai in Jan. 2016

MSBTE sponsored one week Faculty Training Program on 
MATLAB and its Applications in Engineering

One week Faculty Development Program on “MATLAB and its 
Applications in Engineering” from 5/1/16 to 9/1/16 was organized 
by Govt. Residential Woman’s Polytechnic, Latur. The program 
was sponsored by MSBTE. Shri. P.U. Wayse, Deputy Secretary, 
RBTE Auranagabd, Shri. M.V. Mankar, Assistant Secretary, RBTE 
Aurangabad, Shri. M.P. Salgare Principal of Institute were present 
during inaugural function of Program. In all 40 faculties participated in 
this program from Aurangabad region polytechnics

Faculty training glimpse at TATA Motors Ltd., Pune in Feb 2016.
The Faculty training mainly comprises of Industrial trainings, 
Managements trainings, Personality development trainings, Induction 
trainings, Curriculum implementation training etc.
Today’s industries demand employable students who have positive 
attitude, aptitude to perform, equipped with latest technical knowledge 
and other employable skills. To provide such students, it is imperative 
to have faculty updated with latest technologies. As a major step 
towards achieving this, MSBTE and industry has developed strong 
mutual relation in this regard.
MSBTE has received an excellent response from industries as well as from 
affiliated polytechnics. Some of the industries covered include Crompton 
Greaves Ltd., L&T Ltd., Reliance Infra. Ltd., TATA Motors, BlueCross 
laboratories Ltd., Suzlon Energy Ltd., Forbes Marshall Ltd. Etc.,
During the First quarter of 2016, 28 industrial and 03 MSBTE Staff 
trainings were conducted benefiting 614 Faculties and 78MSBTE 
Staff. Also MSBTE conducted Training session on “Emotional 
Transformations” by Chinmaya Yuva Kendra and Training on “Mind 
Power for professionals” for MSBTE officers. On the occasion of 
women’s day expert lecture was conducted on “Cancer Awareness” by 
TATA Memorial for MSBTE ladies Staff.
During the first quarter of 2016, 31 faculty training programs were 
conducted benefiting 930 faculties of various institutes.

Training Program for women employees of MSBTE on “Cancer 
Awareness” by TATA Memorial Center on the occasion of Women’s 
Day (08th March, 2016)

Marathwada Mitra Mandal’s Polytechnic, Pune, had organised 
MSBTE Sponsored Faculty Training Program from 4th to 8th January 
2016 on “Enhancement in Robot Design, Automation, Manufacturing 
& its Applications”. The programme was inaugurated by Mr. Nitin 
Naik (Director, Cubix Micro systems Pvt. Ltd.), Mr. Rameshchandra 
Bhorania (Sr.Manager Mitsubishi Electric India Pvt. Ltd.), Mrs. 
S.P.Waghmare(System Analyst RBTE, Pune).The programme was 
focused on equipping the participants with latest knowledge and 
information available in Robot Design, Automation, Manufacturing & 
its Applications. These speakers provided the students with the latest 
updates from industrial world. An Industrial visit to Spicer India Pvt. 
Ltd was organized to expose the participants to the various processes 
involved in manufacturing of Bevel Gear which is used for Drive train 
of vehicle.
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“Patient Counseling Camp” to create awareness in society about 
medicines & their proper use was conducted by Dr. J. J. Magdum 
Trust’s, Anil Alias Pintu Magdum Memorial Pharmacy College, 
Dharangutti. Tal-Shirol, Dist-Kolhapur.

Principal Prof. Mrs. V. R. Khapli, K.K. Wagh Women’s Polytechnic at 
Science Project exhibition and Green day on the eve of science day. 
The exhibition was arranged to inculcate scientific temper in students 
and to provide platform to display their innovative and divergent 
thinking.

Students of Sophia Polytechnic,Mumbai displaying their dress 
designing talents at Tvashtar 2016- an annual feat held on 28th 
Feb.2016.

85 Students belonging to various branches of JCEI’s JaiHind 
Polytechnic, Kuran, tal: Junnar, Pune attended the MSBTE financed 
& student contributed “SAP-01” Training program conducted at the 
institute during Feb.2016.

Pimpri-Chinchwad Polytechnic, Nigdi, Pune conducted on “What 
Corporate wants” and “How to shape your career”seminars under ISTE 
Student Chapter in February. 

Third Year Chemical Engineering Students of P.Dr.V.V.Patil  of Tech. 
& Engg. (Polytechnic), Loni (0030) visited “Multi- Pressure Ethanol 
Plant” at P.Dr.V.Vikhe Patil.S.S.K Ltd. Pravaranagar on 20/02/2016 
along with Prof. S.C. Dighe and Shri. J.B. Katore.

K. K. Wagh Polytechnic, Nasik  won  the “Special Mention Project 
award” for the project “Charging mechanism using super capacitors” 
in the International Project Exhibition “IEEMA” held at Bangalore.

Dr. D. Y. Patil Polytechnic Organized Regional level Project Exhibition 
& Technical Quiz Competition and State Level Paper presentation 
competition on 23/02/2016. Prof. V. D. Vaidya, Deputy Secretary 
MSBTE seen with Director RAES P. V. Bhagwat, Dr. V. Ramesh, 
Principal Shri S. G. Pathak.

Institutional News : Students
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Institutional News : Faculty

Dr. Mudrika I. Ahmed, Lecturer in Chemistry, Government Polytechnic 
Nagpur receiving the Rajaram Bapu Patil National Award for Promising 
Engineering Teacher from  Hon.  Anandrao Adsul, M.P,  Amravati at 
the ISTE Convention in January.

‘Live & Let Live’ an eye opener Program, on Road Safety sponsored 
by MSBTE & others was organized by Government Polytechnic 
Bramhapuri. About 1000 Students of Govt. Poly, other Institutes and 
citizens of Bramhapuri, Khed, Betala, Armori & Rui participated in 
a 3 Km. Marathon organized for propagating the importance of Road 
Safety. A placard march in the city of Brahmapuri was also taken out 
by the students of the polytechnic.

MSBTE sponsored one week Faculty Training Program, was organized 
by Department of Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering, 
Govt. Polytechnic Aurangabad during 8th -12th February 2016. The 
topic was the fusion of recent trends in the fi eld of Nanotechnology and 
Wireless Communication. This program was attended by participants 
from all over Maharashtra.
Shri P. U. Wayse, Dy. Secretary RBTE A’bad, Principal F. A. Khan, Mrs. 
S. D. Yardi, Shri. R.A. Burkul and Shri. S. D. Sutawane coordinated the 
training program.

Hon. Shri. Sandeep Diwan S.P. Chandrapur, addressing the gathering

Retro reflective strips and Stickers being pasted on vehicles& students 
 with placards creating awareness of safe driving.

Shri M.D. Shivankar Joint Director, RO DTE, Aurangabad addressing the faculties in the 
presence of Mr. F. A. Khan, Principal, Govt. Polytechnic Aurangabad and other dignitaries.

Thakur Polytechnic signed an MOU with E-Incarnation Recycling 
Private Limited for E Waste Disposal

Dr. Jayalakshmi M Nair, Sr. Lecturer-Electronics 
Department, Thakur Polytechnic was awarded Ph.D 
in “Investigation of Physical Parameters associated 
with Earthquakes”, under the guidance of Prof. Dr S. J. 
Gupta, Mumbai University.

Jayalakshmi Nair

Manzoorabid
Ali

Mr. Manzoorabid Ali, Lecturer, Electrical Department, 
Govt. Polytechnic, Ahmednagar  has been awarded Ph.D 
from Malviya National Institute of Technology Jaipur. 
His topic of  research was “ Voltage sag: Assessment, 
Monitoring and Mitigation”.

Recent Doctorates

Prof. C .B. Kothare, Principal, Agnihotri School 
of Technology (Polytechnic), Wardha published 
four papers in various international journals which 
includes “Experimental Investigation of Vertical 
Orientation Closed-Loop Pulsating Heat Pipe with 
Different Dimension” in International Engineering 
Journal for Research and Development (IEJRD), 
ISSN 2349-0721, Volume-2, Issue-5. He has three 

more research paper at his credits  published in international journals 
in year 2015. 

C .B. Kothare

Paper PresentedPaper Presented

MSBTE sponsored one week Faculty Training Program on Nanotechnology 

Hon.Shri. Sandeep DiwanSuperintendent of Police, Chandrapur, 
Shri. Vinay Ahire,Dy. RTO, Shri ShrikantGudadhe, Team Leader of 
‘Jan Aakrosh’, Shri. Sanjay Bhandarkar of Ashok Leyland, Member 
RashtriyaSurakshaParishad, Shri Rajesh Wagh, Principal G.P. 
Bramhapuri Shri. S.V. Sakhalkar addressed the gathering. The institute 
conductedroad shows, awareness drive by sticking retro refl ective strips 
and stickers on horns of cattle, bullock carts, 1000 vehicles comprising 
two wheelers, four wheelers, tractors,trucks, etc., felicitation of zero 
accident MSRTC drivers, held an art gallery on road safety,

MSBTE sponsored one week Faculty Development Training Program 
on “PLC, SCADA and DCS Integration for Process Control” organized 
by Government Polytechnic, Mumbai in February. Mr. Omprakash 
Barure, Proprietor of Bageshree Instrumentation Trainers and 
Consultants, Pune was key note speaker. The programme was aimed to 
provide an opportunity to polytechnic teachers to extend and update the 
practical knowledge and hands-on skills in designing, implementing 
and maintaining control systems.

Practical Training session on at the institute

Faculty Training Program on “PLC, SCADA and DCS Integration for Process Control”  
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Winners & Runners at the MSBTE State Level Project Competition 2015-16
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Mumbai 400 051., Website : www.msbte.com

MSBTE news letter is one of the most ensembling initiatives undertaken. 
Every issue is informative and enriched. It’s quite readable too. I always 

I sincerely appreciate the efforts of Director, MSBTE & the newsletter 
team in publishing enriched and informative issues in the Newsletter. 
The themes are very motivating and thought provoking. It gives the 
appreciation and recognition to the institutes, staff members  and the 
students of various activities held, prizes won and papers presented.  
Many news are encouraging and boost us for doing activities in future. 
Lots of best wishes and complements for next issues. 

Rohini S. Kale
Principal, MIT Polytechnic, Pune 

I convey my heartiest complements to the MSBTE team for the quarterly 
Newsletter which provides a platform for stakeholders to express their views. 
There is crucial role of MSBTE in planning of activities, design & development 
of curriculum, organizing various technical trainings, workshops & seminars 
and competitions, management & conduct of all activities.
The Newsletter is highly informative, educative and covers various important 
development activities undertaken by the institutes. Director’s massage is 
wonderful and motivating agent for technical education.
I wish all the best for the MSBTE editorial team for the genuine efforts to 
publish the Newsletter.

Prof. F. A. Khan
Principal, Govt. Polytechnic, Aurangabad

FEEDBACKFEEDBACK

Winners from Ashokrao Mane Polytechnic at Vidya Vikas Prathisthan’s Polytechnic, 
Soregaon, Solapur

Winners from Fr. Agnel Polytechnic, Navi Mumbai at Bharati Vidyapeeth Institute of 
Technology, CBD, Navi Mumbai.

Winners from Vidharbha Youth Welfare Society’s Polytechnic, Badnera, Amravati  
at J.D. Polytechnic, Nagpur

Winners from Padmashree V.V. Patil Inst. Of Tech. & Engg., Loni, Ahmednagar at 
Government Polytechnic, Dhule

Runner ups from Government Polytechnic, Pune at Vidya Vikas Prathisthan’s Polytechnic, 
Soregaon, Solapur

Runner-ups from Pravin Patil College of Diploma Engg & Technology, Thane at 
Bharati Vidyapeeth Institute of Technology, CBD, Navi Mumbai.

Runner-ups from P.R. Patil Institute of Polytechnic, Talegaon,Wardha  at J.D. Polytechnic, 
Nagpur

Runner-ups from Shri Mahaveer Education Society’s Inst. Of Technology, Nashik at 
Government Polytechnic, Dhule
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go through the various contents of the issues. This has improvised my 
reading habit. I take this opportunity to offer my sincere best wishes for 
this initiative.

Prof. A. S. Kakad
Lecturer in Mechanical Engg, Govt.Polytechnic,. Khamgaon 


